other positions of the discordant sequences show affinity with one of these two groups, it would be highly informative for tree reconstruction.
The alignment of 228 RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RdRps) from RNA viruses and 10 reverse transcriptases (RTs) that was employed in our work (1) to construct the global tree of RNA viruses does indeed push the envelope of usable sequence similarity. As Holmes and Duchêne note, there are no invariant sites, no sites without gaps, more than 96% of the alignment columns contain more than 50% of gaps, and where sites are aligned, the similarity is low (the median distance between RTs and RdRps is 5.0 substitutions per site as estimated by PhyML).
However, some of these metrics, although correctly calculated, do not give the full picture of the alignment properties. Although as indicated above, only 441 sites contain less than 50% of gaps in an alignment of the total length of 12,200, the median length of the RdRp core is 497 amino acids, so that actually, 89% of a typical sequence is part of a reasonable alignment. The plot of the conservation (alignment column homogeneity) and gap content shows multiple, sharp peaks of relatively high conservation and low gap content. Moreover, these regions correspond to well-known motifs that are conserved among the RdRps, across the evolutionary distance of more than five substitutions per site, on average ( Fig. 1 ). Although this level of conservation might appear insufficient to capture the deepest relationships between the RNA viruses, one should keep in mind that, at the deepest level, there are few major clades to resolve (according to our analysis, the RT and five branches of RdRps). The alignment statistics rapidly improve at the shallower levels: even within each major branch, the cladespecific conservation is readily apparent ( Table 1) . The homogeneity metric is based on the BLOSUM62 scores between the consensus amino acid and the actual amino acids in the alignment column and are scaled from 1 (all residues are the same) to 0 (the score is not different from the random expectation). The fraction of gaps is computed using sequence weights (6) . The amino acids conserved in five prominent motifs are shown. The conservation of a residue is indicated as follows: bold uppercase letter, homogeneity of Ն0.9; uppercase letter, homogeneity of Ն0.75; lowercase letter, homogeneity of Ն0.3; x, homogeneity of Ͻ0.3. More generally, large and diverse sequence sets that, due to the hyperexponential growth of sequence databases, have become ubiquitous in today's evolutionary studies, present an inherent conundrum for alignment construction and analysis. Random sequence-level events (mutations, deletions, and especially, insertions) affect the alignment metrics in a ratchet-like manner. Given enough sequences, apparent substitutions (rare real ones or sequencing errors) will be found in all sites, including the supposedly invariant ones. A deletion leaves a site in the "gapped" status, no matter how rare it is. A unique insertion (again, real or artefactual) leaves a trail of gaps in other sequences, bloating the alignment and complicating all types of analyses. Indeed, in the RdRp alignment discussed here, 6,527 of the 12,200 aligned sites contain nothing but gaps that are inherited from the larger original alignment of 4,627 sequences, and additional 2,054 sites harbor an effectively unique insertion. Although the case of the virus RdRp might be somewhat extreme, this type of alignment is by no means limited to virus proteins. In order to take advantage of the rapidly growing diversity of available sequences rather than being hampered by it, evolutionary biologists have to step up to the challenge and adopt appropriate approaches for the analysis of such "untidy" alignments, which is what we attempted to do in our study of the global RNA virome evolution.
Crucially, the conclusions derived from the RdRp tree are corroborated by additional information. In particular, the five major branches of RNA viruses and many clades within each branch possess additional signature genes that are present in the majority of the respective viruses and, in some cases at least, can be traced to the hypothetical ancestral viruses. These genes include a distinct serine protease of apparent bacterial origin in branch 2 (picornavirus-like and related viruses); the capping enzyme in branch 3 that consists of alpha-like and related viruses (albeit, most likely, convergently acquired by three large clades within this branch); a unique capsid protein in branch 4 (double-strand RNA viruses); capping enzyme and "cap-snatching" endonuclease, respectively, in two major clades within branch 5 (negative-sense RNA viruses). Furthermore, the monophyly of branches 2 and 3, and the main clades within each of these branches, is supported by clustering of the single jelly-roll capsid proteins, the second most common protein, after RdRp, in RNA viruses (1) .
In summary, we strongly believe that, despite the extreme sequence divergence, the global evolutionary analysis of RNA viruses that is necessarily centered on the RdRp tree is informative and useful because it yields a unified framework for further study of virus diversity, evolution, and classification (3). In particular, the monophyly of the five major branches and the many clades within these branches is strongly supported. We have to emphasize, however, that the relationship between the five branches is a different matter. These deepest parts of the tree, in particular, the placement of the negative-sense RNA viruses (branch 5) within the dsRNA viruses (branch 4) have to be treated with utmost caution as we repeatedly point out in the original article. It should be noted that even this most unexpected aspect of the virus RdRp tree topology appears to be supported by analysis of the respective 3D structures, which demonstrates a pronounced structural similarity among the RdRps of negative-sense and double-stranded RNA viruses (4, 5) .
Although we are reluctant to subscribe to the view of Holmes and Duchêne that the "very first moments" of RNA virus evolution are unknowable in principle, we concede that it might not be possible to reconstruct these stages with confidence. This, however, is no reason to give up on global analyses of virus evolution.
